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What do you want to learn?



Agenda 
1. Why use LinkedIn 
What advantages does LinkedIn offer to you?

2. Your profile 
Create a strong LinkedIn profile

3. Share your knowledge
You are the expert

4. Networking 
Strengthen your network and join groups

5. #OpenToWork
Show recruiters you’re open to work



Why use LinkedIn?



LinkedIn 



8 benefits of using LinkedIn 

1. Build your brand: establish yourself as 
a knowledgeable professional

2. Use it as a research tool and follow 
companies you’re interested in and its 
employees 

3. Gain social proof for your skills and 
talents 

4. Join LinkedIn groups and connect with 
people you wouldn’t otherwise meet 

5. A good way to network 
6. Tap into its powerful job board
7. Recruiters use it!
8. Build your digital CV



Your job hunt 
 49 million people use LinkedIn to search for jobs weekly
 90 job applications submitted every second
 87% of recruiters use LinkedIn as a part of their candidates 

research 
 44% of hirers on LinkedIn explicitly use skills data to fill 

their roles
 8 people hired on LinkedIn every minute
*statistics by LinkedIn Pressroom



Your profile



What is your mission?

Ask yourself these questions:
What is your target?
What is your value?
What are you interested in?
What motivates you?
What makes you unique?



‘You never get a second chance to make the
First impression’



Your first impression

Take care of a 
professional 
profile picture

Make sure Maastricht 
University is at the 
top

Choose a relevant 
background image



Headline

Do not use abstract 
terms. Make it concrete 
and use relevant 
keywords for your 
specialism: public 
health promoter, health 
innovation manager

This is the text that Google shows when a LinkedIn 
profile is shown in the search results. Therefore, think 
about what search words are used in Google by 
recruiters if they are looking for talent. 

Show what you're up to.
Also at project level.



Create a headline

DIY

Think about your keywords. What keywords will recruiters use 
when they try to find you? What do you specialise in? How would 

you try to find you if you would be the recruiter?



Summary

Tell a story 

Take the stage!
 Describe your passion
 Highlight your successes 
 Reveal your character
 Show life outside work 
 Tell a story 
 End with your call to action  I’m 

open to work. Please contact …



Summary

Health care 
example 

Call-to-action: 
personal 
contact details



Contact info

Can be visible to all 
LinkedIn Members

Make sure it’s up to 
date and think about 
what you want to be 
visible 



Personal URL

On the right side of 
the screen, click Edit 
Public Profile and 
URL.



Write your summary

Check your profile info 
Create your own personal URL

DIY



Work experience
Showcase your:
 Previous work experience
 Voluntary experience
 Research experience (i.e. 

your thesis)
 Extra courses you took 
 Placements and internships 

Give a taste of your 
value. You have 2.000 
characters, don’t let 
them go to waste. Use 
short, active sentences.

Explain what you actually 
did in your position and 
assign skills to each 
experience section in 
your LinkedIn profile. 



Skills: why and how?

Assign skills to 
specific roles

1. People can see what you’re good at
2. LinkedIn uses skills to rank profiles in their 

search algorithm 
3. Recruiters use skills to search for new 

applicants

Always find the right skills. Look 
for interesting vacancies and learn 
what skills they look for!



Add your work experiences
Create a shortlist of 5 skills and add 

them to your profile.
Can you already assign skills to your experience?

DIY



Social Selling Index
Your social selling index is updated 
daily and shows how your LinkedIn 
profile scores on different aspects. 

Go to: 
https://www.linkedin.com/sales/ssi

67
Van 100



Share your knowledge



Take a look at the first ten messages 
in your timeline

What do you notice? Discuss with your neighbour

DIY



Relevance

The challenge of social media is to create relevance

Creating relevance in a landscape of crowded timelines, information overload and algorithms as strict
gatekeepers



Be the expert
LinkedIn Post – status updates. Share news, 
experiences, or interesting articles. Visible on timeline. 
Always make it personal, explain why you share 
something!

LinkedIn Article – blog article. Used for longer, in-depth 
articles that are easily findable on your profile.

Tone of voice – define your tone and stick with it. Why 
do you do want you do, which problem do you solve, 
what story do you want to tell?



Subscribe and stay informed

Stay informed via hashtags



Personal interpretation

When you share something, always give it a 
personal interpretation, for example, by 

tagging colleagues or people you work with.

This way, your message will be visible 
to more people in the timeline.



 Long text messages work: make sure 

that the first two sentences are catchy. 

 Add Call to action: Read now, What do 

you think, Download now, view the 

vacancy, Apply now 

 Show that you are up to date on news 

and relevant developments in your field 

 Use relevant hashtags 

 Avoid jargon: make it understandable for 

all your connections

 Write actively 

 Asking questions drives interaction

 Always combine text with photo/video

 LinkedIn rewards native video 

 LinkedIn does not reward linking to 

pages outside of LinkedIn: it wants to 

keep their visitors on board 

Create content



How to tell a story?
Make it personal
People connect with people. Personal stories 
achieve higher results compared to other stories. 
Don’t be shy create a little empathy. 
 Talk about a moment of transformation: why 

do you do what you do? What changed 
everything for you?

 Reflect on your childhood
 Speak about your personal mentor or an 

inspirator
 Make sure to relate all your stories to you as 

a health care professional 



LinkedIn’s Algorithm rewards native video

LinkedIn Facts

LinkedIn’s Algorithm does not like its visitors to leave 



Create a post
What do you want to tell?

DIY



Thumbs up 
By responding to messages from your connections, 
the algorithm sees that you are active on LinkedIn. 
This will push your own activities by the algorithm 
and make your account more visible.

Stay visible by commenting



How does LinkedIn’s algorithm work

Identity Content Behaviour

Who are you?

Where do you work?

What are your skills?

Who are you (recently) connected with?

How often has the update been viewed?

How often liked?

What is it about?

How current is this?

What language is this written in? Which companies, 

people and topics are included??

What have you liked and shared in the past?

Who do you interact with the most?

Where in the news feed do you put the

most of the time?



Master the LinkedIn algorithm 
 Be relevant: know your audience
 Schedule your posts for the best times: 9AM on Tuesdays and 

Wednesdays generally
 Gain extra attention: tag relevant companies or members, use 

keywords strategically, include relevant hashtags
 Include links to pages outside of LinkedIn after posting by editing 

your message

LinkedIn Creator Mode: yay or nay? 
Creator Mode is a profile setting for members who create content regularly and want to create a large 
following audience. 
Pros 
Own LinkedIn newsletters
Live stream possibility 
Ability to insert 5 hashtags

Cons

Follow instead of connect buttom
About section drops down after feature and 
activity
Only valuable if you have over 3.000 
connections and post content regularly 



Comment on 5 posts in your timeline

DIY



Networking



Focus on second degree
connections

These are people who are connected to your first-degree connections.



Linking pro actively: always connect with people in your project 
group or before an appointment. Make sure to include a personal 
message and explain why you want to link.
Endorsements – Provide recommendations. What others say 
about you is much more powerful than what you say yourself. 
Endorse other people: over 50% will return the favour!
Follow – Follow/connect with inspirational health care 
professionals

Connecting



LinkedIn groups
A great way to connect with people in your industry. A 
dedicated space to share expertise, seek advice and 
build relationships. Build your brand!

1. Listen and engage
2. Encourage discussion – ask questions, 

listen and respond
3. Keep it professional – groups are not as 

private as you might wish   
4. Jobs are posted in groups and might not 

be posted elsewhere 
5. Connect to like-minded professionals
6. Learn about your potential employer and 

it’s hiring process



Companies 

Your future employer most probably 
has a LinkedIn company profile. 
Search for it, follow it, interact with 
its posts. 
 Learn what they think is 
important, what keeps them busy. 
Use this information in your job 
interview. 



What company do you want to work 
for?

Make a list of 5 companies you want to work for and follow them 
on LinkedIn. 

DIY



#OpenToWork



The job search tool 
Start your search 
and click jobs only. 
Choose experience 
level, job-type, date 
posted as you wish. Save or apply to 

vacancies you 
like

Choose your 
country and  city



Easy Apply
Allows to apply 
for a job without 
having to leave 
LinkedIn 

Allows you to upload your CV and a motivation 
letter

Downside is that recruiters 
receive many applications via 
Easy Apply and therefore, 
competition is very high. If you 
want to stand out to your 
competitors, send a 
personalised email to the 
company with your resume and 
motivation letter attached.



How to strengthen your application

1. Keyword optimisation – make sure your profile uses the 
correct keywords in its headline and summary. Recruiters 
will have a look at this.

2. Network – Do you already know someone working for your 
dream company? Reach out to them and ask for tips and 
tricks

3. Connect – If possible, connect with the recruiter and add a 
personalised message. 

4. Tailor – Tailor your resume to your desired job or field
5. Follow instructions – Does the vacancy ask you to apply 

via Easy Apply? Then do so! Always follow instructions 
posted in vacancies.



Upload your resume to your profile

Go to ‘Add 
profile section’ 

‘Recommend’

‘Add featured’

Add media

You can also attach your resume to a 
LinkedIn post. A great opportunity to share 
to your network that you’re open to work 
and immediately allow access to your CV.



#OpenToWork

New feature by LinkedIn to show 
recruiters you’re open to work!

Choose who sees you’re open to work. 
Possibility to add #OpenToWork photo frame



DIY – let’s go!
Optimise your LinkedIn and let recruiters know you’re 

#OpenToWork

Opdracht



Questions?
Suggestions?



5 minutes to spare? 

 Like three LinkedIn posts
 Check a recruiter’s LinkedIn feed and engage with their 

posts
 Send a thank-you message to a connection 
 Comment a company’s LinkedIn post, a recruiter’s post 

or a group post
 Send a connection request on LinkedIn 



10 minutes to spare? 

 Message a network contact. Tip: Ask a specific question 
like “I’m considering certification A or B. Which do you 
recommend?”

 Write a LinkedIn status update. Tip: Offer advice or tips 
related to your industry or target role.

 Research a target company.
 Introduce yourself to a 2nd-degree connection.
 Find employees from one of your target companies on 

LinkedIn and connect.



1. Create a strong LinkedIn profile
2. Be the expert: share your knowledge

3. Link proactively 
4. Let the world know you’re #OpenToWork
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